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Abstract 
 
 
Adviser: Professor Reza Khanbilvardi 
 
Divergence between correlative studies involving aerosol and cloud proxies has been thought of 
in the past as the results of varying physical mechanisms.  Although models have supported the 
existence of variable correlations, from an observational standpoint it is difficult to attribute with 
confidence the correlations to specific physical mechanisms. We explore  a methodology to 
assess the correlation between cloud water path(CWP) and aerosol optical depth(AOD)  using 
MODIS Aqua retrieved aerosol and cloud properties for regions dominated by different types of 
aerosol: Non Absorbing Aerosol Dominated  Region over land( NAADR_Land), Non Absorbing 
Aerosol Dominated  Region over Ocean( NAADR_Marine),  Absorbing Aerosol Dominated  
Region over Sahara (AADR_Sahara), Absorbing Aerosol Dominated  Region in biomass burning  
Subtropical African region( AADR_ SubTrop) and  Absorbing Aerosol Dominated  Region in 
urban areas (AADR_Urban) . Along with these properties, meteorological conditions were 
catalogued as well. The data covers three months period, June through August 2005, during 
which each aerosol type is predominant in specific latitude belt. The proposed approach sorts the 
data into AOD bins; the mean AOD value for each bin and the corresponding mean CWP value 
are determined.  The mean CWP is plotted against the mean AOD. The response curve of CWP 
to aerosol loading is non-monotonic and shows for all aerosol types, a peak CWP value 
v 
 
corresponding to a threshold aerosol loading value (AODpeak). The peak is used to divide the 
total range of aerosol loading into two sub ranges.  For AOD value below the threshold aerosol 
loading value, mean CWP and mean AOD are positively correlated. The correlation between 
mean CWP and mean AOD is negative for aerosol loading above the threshold value (AODpeak). 
Irrespective of the regional variations in aerosol type and AOD which are  strongly connected to 
both the atmospheric water vapor content and the lower tropospheric static stability, the CWP 
peak observed for each aerosol type seems to describe a  universal feature that may be useful for 
organizing future investigations of aerosol-cloud interactions in different regions.   
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1 Introduction 
1.1 General                                                                                                                                                     
Since the nineteenth century's industrial revolution, anthropogenic sources of aerosol have 
increased significantly leading to concerns among scientists about their key role in the global 
climate change. Though aerosols are one of the most important components of cloud 
condensation, studies have shown that elevated atmospheric aerosol concentrations could inhibit 
precipitation. For more than three decades, despite the efforts and resources invested in cloud 
and aerosol related research,  aerosol-cloud interactions remain the most uncertain factor  for 
models in predicting future climatic conditions in the context of global climate change, because 
the mechanisms that link aerosol to cloud property changes are not well understood (Lebsock et 
al, 2008). Moreover, the inadequacy of the statistical methods used in the majority of the 
correlative studies further complicate the issues [Savane, O. S., et al. 2015] 
1.2 Statement of Problem 
Correlative studies in the past have shown positive, negative or no correlation between aerosol 
and cloud proxies in general and between aerosol optical depth and cloud water path particularly. 
Because of the observed divergences in correlative studies, there has been an intense search for 
possible physical mechanisms or factors that could explain the disparities in the results between 
studies.  For example, a negative correlation between aerosol optical depth and cloud liquid 
water path has been explained as the result of   an increase in CCN leading to smaller droplets, 
evaporation around the sides and top of clouds   and reduction of the cloud liquid water path 
[Ackerman et al, 2004; Burnet et al 2007; Twomey et al,1977].  
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A suppression of precipitation and increase in cloud water path with increasing aerosol optical 
depth [Kaufman and Koren 2006] result in a positive correlation between cloud water path and 
aerosol optical depth (Albrecht et al; 1989).  Positive correlation between aerosol optical depth 
and cloud liquid water path could also result from large-scale convergence which would increase 
both cloudiness as well as the aerosol concentration, even though there may be no causal 
connection between the two [ Guillaume S. Mauger et al;2007]                                                                                                                                                        
Correlations in many studies have been established by linearly regressing aerosol proxies against 
cloud properties as illustrated in appendices A 1, A2 and E3.  
However, the results of statistics applied to a dataset and the inferred interpretations could vary 
greatly from one range of the dataset to another. In the context of cloud and aerosol interaction, 
modeling studies in a controlled environment can discretely increase aerosol loading and for 
each aerosol loading determine precisely the modeled   response of cloud proxies. The results of 
these modeling studies have shown a strong correlation between aerosol loading range and the 
response of cloud water path leading to a nonlinear impact of aerosol loading change on cloud 
water path[Storer, R.L et al; 2010; Ackerman, A. et al; 2004]. Unlike modeling studies, 
observational studies rely on snapshots of the atmospheric scenes produced by satellites to infer 
correlations between aerosol optical depth and cloud water path, requiring assumptions about the 
cloud lifecycle to relate correlations to physical mechanisms [Ten Hoeve et al;2011; Han, Q.et 
al; 2002;  Vant-Hull, B et al; 2007]. In addition, many observational studies in the past did not 
consider the effects of varying AOD ranges in their statistical analysis in order to determine the 
correlation between CWP and AOD. In Figure 1 for example, the mean CWP response to the 
mean AOD varies in terms of mean AOD ranges. Which correlation describes best the 
relationship between aerosol and cloud proxies in the dataset? 
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Figure 1:  CWP versus AOD, three different slopes as function of three AOD 
ranges from the same observational dataset collected in the biomass burning 
African region. 
         
 
In Figure 1, the slopes of linear regressions lines of CWP versus AOD per data range, were 
determined in observation by gradually increasing the aerosol loading from 0 to 0.1 where a 
significant change started to occur in either the sign or the magnitude of the slope.  By this the 
process, two more significant changes had occurred respectively from 0.1to 0.15 & from 0.15 to 
0.3 resulting in a total of three different slopes. A positive correlations is observed for low AOD 
ranges (Blue, Red data points) and a negative correlation for high AOD ranges (Green data 
points). The question arises, which AOD range should be used? Finding an answer to this 
question is one of the main purposes of this work. 
As of now, scientists remain divided on the correlation issue between aerosol and clouds proxies. 
In order for current and future climate models to be more accurate in their predictions, adequate 
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statistical methods for inferring relationships between these proxies from observation data, 
particularly between cloud water path and aerosol optical depth are strongly needed.                    
1.3 Objectives 
Exploring alternative explanations to understand the disparity between studies is the motivation 
behind this study. Here, we focus on the statistical method used to trace the relationship between 
observational aerosol and cloud proxies which, to our knowledge has not been questioned in 
these past studies.  This study highlights well known divergences between studies, the suggested 
driving mechanisms and factors that may have resulted in these divergences and uses a proposed 
statistical approach to demonstrate that the divergences in correlations observed in the past may 
have been a question of method. Therefore, a common ground in the methodological approach 
between scientists could be an important step towards resolving the long lasting aerosol and 
cloud proxies correlation controversy.   
2. Literature review 
In this section we focus on the results of number of cloud and aerosol correlative studies as well 
as the hypothetical mechanisms and factors invoked to explain the findings.  
Nakajima et al. [2001] used the Advanced Very High Resolution Spectro-Radiometer (AVHRR) 
to demonstrate a negative correlation between the column cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) 
concentration and the cloud droplet effective radius and a positive correlation of CCN with cloud 
liquid water path over the ocean. Breon et al. [2002] used the POLarization and Directionality of 
the Earth’s Reflectance (POLDER) instrument to expand on Nakajima’s analysis to show that 
negative correlation between cloud liquid water path and CCN exists over both land and ocean.  
The Sekiguchi et al. [2003] study shows a positive correlation between the AVHRR water path 
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and the column CCN on the global scale whereas Matsui et al. [2006] show a negative 
correlation. Han et al., [2002] suggested that the correlation between these parameters may be 
positive or negative and vary regionally while Kaufman et al; [2005] pointed out that the sign of 
the response may depend on aerosol type. 
In summary, investigations involving cloud and aerosol showed positive, negative or no 
correlation between aerosol and cloud properties in general and cloud water path particularly.  
The question here is "What are the major sources of divergence between scientists for 
investigations involving the same variables?” Efforts to identify these sources and their effects 
on the correlation between cloud water path and aerosol induced perturbation have been the 
focus of various research subjects involving aerosol and cloud properties in the context of global 
climate change.  
2.1 Challenges of untangling meteorology and aerosol effects 
As suggested (Su et al; 2010) aerosol and cloud properties could be both influenced by large 
scale meteorological conditions, which in turn could be subject to significant variations. Cloud 
liquid water path could be responding to either aerosol burden or meteorological conditions or to 
their combination of both (Brenguier, J. L. et al. 2000).  Untangling the effects of aerosol on 
cloud properties and those of large scale meteorological conditions could be a difficult task and 
remain an active area of research involving. (Ackerman et al; 2004, Brenguier, J. L. et al. 2000). 
 2.2 Data sources deficiencies  
Observational data from different earth observing satellite systems constitute a major source of 
data for many scientists. Deficiencies in remotely sensed data record and a poor understanding of 
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mechanisms that link aerosol to cloud properties changes make it difficult to attribute with 
confidence a real correlation between aerosol and cloud properties [Feingold et al.; 2009].  
Deficiencies in data records include poor or absent vertical and temporal resolutions and missing 
measurements of certain key variables, such as relative humidity.  Humidity can control both 
cloud amount and aerosol optical depth and may be a non-trivial source of correlation between 
both parameters [Matheson, M. A., Coakley, J. A. & Tahnk, W. R. (2005)]  
Vertical resolution is critical in assessing whether or not aerosol and cloud layers are 
intermingled [Avey, L. Garrett, T. J. & Stohl (2007)].  Temporal resolution is necessary to assess 
causality. However the most advanced sensors(active and multispectral) are mounted on polar 
orbiting satellites with return periods  ranging from days to weeks, depending on their footprints 
[Feingold et al.; 2009].   The MODIS instrument on board the Aqua platform has shown some 
limitations in determining the vertical profile of aerosol and cloud properties.  Instruments 
capable of resolving the vertical profiles of both cloud and aerosol (CALIPSO lidar) have 
sometimes been coupled with MODIS for better retrieval of cloud and aerosol data [Winker et 
al.; 2003]  
2.3 Effects of aerosol type    
Studies suggested that the correlation between cloud and aerosol proxies is specific to aerosol 
type [Kaufman et al, 2005; Ackerman et al, 2004]. Kaufman used MODIS satellite data to study 
the correlation between cloud liquid water path and four different aerosol types (sea salt, sulfates, 
smoke and dust). The result showed an increase in liquid water path (CWP) as aerosol 
concentration (indicated by aerosol optical depth, or AOD) increased for all types of aerosol 
except for smoke from biomass burning where liquid water path was observed to decrease.  
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2.4 Effects of physical mechanisms  
Studies have suggested that the positive or negative correlations observed between aerosol and 
cloud proxies are the results of physical mechanisms that occur during cloud and aerosol 
interaction. Though the focus of this dissertation is not on explaining such correlations, an 
understanding of the factors that may cause them will aid in following the statistical results that 
make up the bulk of this work.   
2.4.1 Suggested mechanisms leading to a positive correlation between AOD and CWP 
The mechanisms likely to result in increased in cloud liquid water as aerosol loading increases 
are associated with precipitation.   
a. Aerosol affects clouds: The addition of aerosol causes a decrease in drop size, precipitation is 
suppressed, and clouds develop further before raining out (if they ever do) and last longer in the 
more developed stage, thus increasing average CWP [Albrecht, 1989; Ferek et al, 2000].   
b. Clouds affect aerosol: Following a precipitation event the aerosol loading is dramatically 
reduced, as is the cloud development (the clouds ‘rain out’).  Low aerosol is thus associated with 
low CWP. 
2.4.2 Suggested mechanisms leading a negative correlation between AOD and CWP 
Several mechanisms would cause cloud development to decrease as aerosol loading increases.   
a. Aerosol affects clouds: [Surface shading] Aerosols shade the surface, reducing surface 
heating and evapotranspiration so that cloud liquid water is reduced [Koren et al, 2004].  
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b. Aerosol affects clouds: [Atmospheric heating] Absorbing aerosols (such as smoke  or dust) 
can heat the upper levels of the troposphere, which in combination with surface shading 
stabilizes the atmospheric column and reduces cloud development [Taubman et al, 2004; Koren 
et al, 2004; Ackerman et al, 2000; Kaufman and Koren, 2006].  
c. Aerosol affects clouds: [Clouds drop size]As an increase in CCN leads to smaller droplets, 
evaporation around the sides and top of clouds due to mixing will become more effective at 
reducing the cloud liquid water [Ackerman et al, 2004; Burnet et al 2007].   
d. Aerosol and meteorology affect clouds: High pressure systems inhibit convective activity, 
simultaneously reducing cloudiness while not allowing smoke (other aerosols with sources in the 
region) to ‘vent’ away from the source region. [Sinclair et al, 2010] 
2.5 Non-causal mechanisms leading to a correlation between CWP and AOD  
a. Measurement Artifacts: Cloud active aerosol particles and cloud droplets differ 
thermodynamically; but it is very difficult to distinguish them radiatively [Charlson, R.J. et al; 
(2007); Koren, I. (2008)]. Optically thick aerosol layers may appear as cloud and be interpreted 
as such [Anderson, J. B. (1931)].  
Three-dimensional radiative effects can lead significant overestimates in retrievals of aerosol 
optical depth in cloud free pixels as far as 15km away. Such effects increase with decreasing 
distance from cloud and can produce a false correlation between aerosols optical depth and cloud 
amount [Varnai, T. & Marshak, A. (2009); Wen (2007)]. The 3D effects of cloud may result in 
shadowing or illumination of neighboring pixels. As consequence cloud optical depth or cloud 
effective radius may be over (under)estimated [Brian Vant-Hull et al; 2007] 
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b. Cloud, aerosol and meteorology interaction: Cloud and meteorology interaction is     
known as the ‘cloud problem’ [Arakawa, A. 1975]  that is the impossibility to control for 
meteorological  effects on clouds because we are not certain what the implications of small 
changes are when it comes to cloud[Steven, B. & Brenguier, J. L. (2009)].  Aerosol burden has 
a tendency to strongly correlate with meteorological conditions [Brenguier, J. L., Pawlowska, 
H. &Schuller, L. J. (2003)] 
2.6 Other factors 
Many studies pointed out methodological conditions and processes as possible reasons for 
divergence in assessing the effects of aerosol on CWP.  
a. Bulk scheme simulation versus Bins microphysics scheme simulation [Fan, J., Leung, L. R., 
Li, Z., Morrison, H., Qian, Y., Zhou, Y., and Chen, H. (2012)], [Lebo, Z. J., Morrison, H., and 
Seinfeld, J. H (2012)] 
b. CWP averaging method over the domain: full grid points averaging versus conditional (cloud 
only) grid points averaging [Wang, H. and Feingold, G (2009a)]. 
c. Cloud regimes: Stratocumulus versus Trade wind cumulus [Lebo Z. J. and G. Feingold; 2014] 
d. Analysis scales versus Process scales [McComiskey, Feingold, G; 2012] 
Given these considerations, we propose a methodology that could shed some light on possible 
sources of disparities observed in the past studies. 
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3. Methodology  
This section comprises the study area, the satellite data, and our methodological approach and 
the partial result they generated. The proposed approach comprises three sections. The first 
section entitled “Mathematical Relationship" defines cloud water sensitivity (δ) and cloud water 
path relative sensitivity (β) to aerosol induced perturbation. The second section entitled "Outliers 
Elimination" consists of identifying outliers in the scatterplots of CWP versus AOD by Eiler’s 
technique followed by AOD and CWP ranges selection without outliers.  The third section is 
entitled" Binning" consists of sorting the data from section two into aerosol bins and calculating 
mean AOD and mean CWP in each bin. Mean AOD is then plotted against mean CWP to 
determine the peak in the response curve, the peak is used to divide the total AOD range into 
two. Correlations and statistical analysis results are compared on each side of the peak.  
3.1 Study Area 
During June through August, the Atlantic Ocean is covered by varying concentrations of several 
aerosol types, each dominant in a separate latitude belt (Kaufman et al; 2005) as indicated in 
Figure 2. The regions of interest are identified by either absorbing or non-absorbing aerosol type. 
The Northern Atlantic [30°N-60°N; 60W-75W], (B) is impacted by anthropogenic pollution 
aerosol from North America and Europe. This region is mostly dominated by Non-Absorbing 
Aerosol type. Area (A) in the Southern Tropical Atlantic [30°S-20°S; 5E-15W] is under strong 
influence of clean maritime, [Kaufman et al; 2005]. This region is mostly dominated by Non- 
type Aerosol (Sea salt) and is predominantly under strong trade winds influence. Areas (C)[ 5°N-
30°N;15W-30W] and (D)[ 5°N-20°S; 10E-10W]are dominated by Absorbing Aerosol types as 
they are respectively sampled from Sahara dust and Sub-Tropical biomass burning regions. The 
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area (E)[ 35°N-45°N; 75W-90W] sampled in urban area is absorbing aerosol type dominated 
(Soot). Since the background environment for either aerosol type is either marine or land, the 
five regions represent the most likely scenario that might occur for each aerosol type. A study 
area located over ocean and dominated by Absorbing aerosol will be marked as AADR_Marine 
(“Absorbing Aerosol Dominated Region”) and non-absorbing aerosol, will be marked as 
NAADR_Marine (“Non Absorbing Aerosol Dominated Region”). For study areas respectively 
sampled in the Sahara dust and Sub-Tropical smoky background environments, the regions are 
marked as AADR_Sahara(C) and AADR_SubTrop (D).  In addition summer in Northern 
Hemisphere correspond to winter in Southern Hemisphere. Study periods for E, B& C in the 
Northern Hemisphere covered June through August (summer) for A &D this will correspond to 
winter in the Southern Hemisphere. 
 
                                  Figure 2: Location of study areas A, B, C, D &E (Adapted from Kaufman et. al; 2005) 
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3.2 Satellite data  
Our method which   stratifies cloud properties responses according to aerosol type is based on 
the work of Kaufman et al ;( 2005). Though the regional aerosol classifications are not perfect, 
they do produce datasets dominated by different aerosol types and therefore serve to demonstrate 
the qualitative effects of varying aerosol compositions. Regions of interest are classified 
according to which aerosol type (absorbing and non-absorbing) is dominant. Type of aerosol 
(absorbing and non-absorbing) is determined by the sign of UV Absorbing Aerosol Index (AAI). 
For non-absorbing aerosol dominated regions, AAI<0 and for absorbing aerosol dominated 
region, AAI˃0 [Torres et al; 1998]. Most regions are a mixture of both types; therefore an always 
negative or positive AAI may not be achievable in any of our study area. However, we will 
consider as Absorbing Aerosol Dominated Region (AADR) any region where the maximum 
concentration of aerosol corresponds to high value of AAI (e.g. 3, 4) while for Non- Absorbing 
Aerosol Dominated Region (NAADR), the distribution of AAI is such that high aerosol 
concentration correspond to the lower AAI values (e.g. 1, 1.5 less than 2)(see appendix C8). In 
appendix F1, highest AAI is shown to be recorded between the latitude belts 30o N & 30o S in the 
Sahara and biomass burning regions. This support to our initial assumption in defining the 
different study regions. 
The data used is MODIS joint atmospheric product level 2 retrieved from June through August 
2005 between 14:00 and 22:00 GMT on board of Aqua platform. The day time aqua overpass 
(13:30 local time) coverage is chosen because cloud more likely will develop in the afternoon 
than in the morning [J.E. Ten Hoeve et al.; 2011). MODIS joint atmospheric product level 2 is a 
post-launch product containing a spectrum of key parameters collected from the complete set of 
standard at launch of level 2 atmosphere products including Aerosol, Water Vapor, Cloud , 
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Atmosphere Profiles and Cloud Mask products. The product was designed to be small enough in 
order to minimize the data transfer and storage requirements. Aerosol product monitors ambient 
optical depth globally over the ocean and over certain area of the continents. In addition, the size 
distribution is derived over the ocean while an aerosol type is derived over the continent. Over 
the ocean, the parameters retrieved are the ratio of both single and single coarse modes, the 
spectral optical thickness and mean particles size. 
MODIS Cloud product combines visible and IR techniques to retrieve cloud physical and 
radiative properties. MODIS visible and Near Infrared channels radiances are used to derive 
Cloud-Particles phase, Cloud-Particles effective radius and Cloud optical thickness. The MODIS 
collection 5 cloud data eliminates any pixels that are adjacent to cloud edges, thereby reducing 
errors from incomplete beam filling and 3 dimensional effects. 
MODIS joint atmospheric product level 2 features 5 km grids for which Aerosol Optical Depth 
(AOD) is calculated from average cloud-free pixels. A single cloudy pixel is chosen within the 5 
km grid to determine the variables Cloud Optical Thickness (COT) and Cloud Effective Radius 
(CER). From these last two variables Cloud Water Path (CWP) is calculated. All cloud variables 
including Cloud Fraction (CF) are stored in 5-km resolution. The Aerosol parameters [Remer et 
al., 2005; Levy et al. 2010] are computed and stored at a different resolution (10-km) than the 
rest of the parameters in the Joint Atmosphere product file. Data from cloud product are 
averaged to a 10 km resolution to match level 2 aerosol product data. Lower Tropospheric Static 
Stability (LTSS) and Atmospheric Water Vapor (WV) datasets collocated with cloud and aerosol 
properties were also retrieved from MODIS sounding. Water vapor is obtained from MODIS 
precpitable water product level 2(data is generated with 1km resolution MODIS instrument and 
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aggregate into 5x5-1km pixels resolution) which consists of the column amount of water vapor. 
The near infrared total- column precpitable water is very sensitive to boundary layer water vapor 
and is derived from the attenuation of the reflected sun light by water vapor. Techniques 
employing ratios of water vapor absorbing channels (17, 18, and 19) and atmospheric windows 
channels (2 &5) are used. The ratios minimize the effects of surface reflectance variation with 
wavelength and result in atmospheric water vapor transmittances. The amount of water vapor is 
derived from atmospheric water vapor transmittances based on theoretical radiative transfer 
calculations and using lookup Table (MODISatmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/MOD05_L2/index.html).  
The atmospheric stability (LTSS) used in this study is MODIS level 2 atmospheric profile 
product. LTSS was derived from the MODIS determined temperature and moisture profile. It is 
the difference of the measured 500 mb temperature and the temperature calculated by lifting a 
surface parcel dry adiabatically to its local condensation level and then moist adiabatically to 500 
mb. As LTSS goes negative it indicates increased atmospheric instability (MODIS-
atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/MOD05_L2/index.html). 
LTSS and WV data distribution histograms can be found in appendix C. Once retrieved, the data 
was processed to select developing liquid cumulus clouds because retrieval errors are smaller 
and aerosol can be retrieved in the gaps between the clouds. The cloud top temperature (CTT), 
cloud fraction (CF) and cloud top pressure (CTP) were respectively maintained above 265oK, 
less than 0.6 and greater than 840 hPa to capture pixels of developing warm, liquid cumulus 
clouds. The angular range was restricted in order to minimize geometrical effects while 
producing the maximum data points’ density per aerosol bin (Vant-Hull and Marshak, 2007). 
The maximum data point density occurred when the sun-satellite view angle was less than 60 
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degrees and the solar zenith was between 30 and 65 degrees for areas A, D & C, and between 35 
and 70 degrees for area B. 
 
 
Figure 3: Illustration of aerosol and cloud properties retrieval in Joint Atmospheric Product Level 2 
 
3.3 Approach and Partial Results 
The following approach will be demonstrated using two study areas: NAADR_ Land and 
NAADR_Marine. The goal is to demonstrate the non-monotonic behavior of cloud water path 
response to aerosol induced perturbation. This is done by considering the effects of varying AOD 
ranges in our statistical analysis in order to determine the correlation between CWP and AOD. 
When applying the methodology to other study areas, we will skip aspects of the methodology 
that justify its use.  
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3.3.1 Mathematical Relationships and Definition 
In this section we define the two variables δ and β used to statistically trace the relationship 
between AOD and CWP. 
 a. Liquid Water Sensitivity (δ) 
The concepts of liquid water sensitivity and relative liquid water sensitivity were used by 
Qingyuan Han et al (2002) and we will be using the same definition with a slight modification 
variable wise to assess the response of cloud water path to aerosol induced perturbation. Liquid 
water sensitivity equation (3) expressed as in (Qingyuan Han et al 2002) represents the change of 
liquid water path equation (2) expressed as in (Qingyuan Han et al, 1995 ) in terms of changes in 
column droplet number concentration equation (1)  as in (Qingyuan Han et al,1998b )  which is 
affected by the total water availability (Qingyuan Han et al 2002). δ, is derived using the least-
squares linear regression to determine the slope of ΔLWP (change in cloud liquid water path) 
and ΔNc(change in droplets number concentration) This formulation of δ assesses the response 
of cloud water path response to cloud condensation nuclei independently of the actual aerosol 
type retrieved.  This was intentional to eliminate dependence on aerosol type. 

Nc 
3
4w
CWP
re
3(1b)(12b)
                                                                              (1)  
where b is effective variance of cloud droplet size distribution. 
  

CWP  23 re
'w                                                                                                    (2) 
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
 
CWP
Nc
                                                                                                                (3)       
 b. Liquid Water Relative Sensitivity    β 
When the liquid water sensitivity is normalized for different environments, this isolate better the 
effect of aerosol-cloud interaction; cloud water path relative sensitivity is defined as in Qingyuan 
Han et al (2002) equation (4) 

 
CWP CWP
Nc Nc

 ln(CWP)
 ln(Nc )
                                                                          (4)         
Based on the assumption that droplet number of concentration (sometimes referred to as aerosol 
loading in this study) is proportional to   aerosol optical depth; we define the relative sensitivity 
β in terms of CWP and AOD in our study.  β is then used as parameter to assess the response 
of cloud water path to change in aerosol loading. The presence of logarithm function in the 
formula of the relative sensitivity compensates for the non- linear behavior of CWP to AOD. 
This makes β a suiTable parameter to assess the correlation between CWP and AOD.  We 
assume Nc = kAOD where k is a constant, then k will cancel out in equation (4), so that our form 
of beta(equation 5) is the same as in equation (4) 
 β =   ∆ Log [CWP] / ∆ Log [AOD]                                                                       (5) 
As a comparison to the logarithmic slopes, a* represents the non-logarithmic  slope of the linear 
regression line when the data is not sorted into aerosol  bins  and   the non-logarithmic slope of 
the linear regression line when  the data is  sorted into aerosol  bins. 
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3.3.2 Elimination of Outliers  
Outliers may occur in cloud and aerosol data for many reasons. Cloud contamination may affect 
aerosol data [Kaufman et al 2005]. Sources of cloud contamination include:                                          
1. High concentration of broken clouds that may induce illumination of aerosol field beyond     
500-m distance from the clouds [G. Wen et al 2007] 
2. Some cirrus contamination may persist despite the systematic elimination of AOD values 
above the threshold corresponding to the lowest cirrus reflectance at 1.38 µm [B.-C Gao, 2002] 
3. Relative humidity can affect both aerosol and cloud amount and   may result in an 
overestimation of aerosol optical depth through aerosol swelling [Matheson, M.A, and Coakley 
2005]   
 In order to minimize the possibility of skewed correlations between CWP and AOD, we used 
the data smoothing technique of Eilers et al. ;( 2004) where outliers (Whites dots in Figure 4 &5) 
are defined as points in regions where data density is less than (100*CUTOFF) % of the 
maximum density. The minimum threshold density considered to deciding which data point is an 
outliers beside the ones identify by Eiler’s method on the scatterplots was set at 50 that is 20% 
(CUTOFF = 0.2) of the maximum. We then draw a box that avoids the outliers by containing 
data points density layers from 50 to 250 to define our working data ranges; the corresponding 
data ranges were: AOD (0.05 – 0.6) and (0.01-0.2) respectively for NAADR_Land and for 
NAADR_Marine, CWP (0-200 g/m2 ) for both NAADR_Land and NAADR_Marine (see Figure 
4).  The same reasoning was used to find the working ranges for the three remaining regions.   
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Figure 4: CWP versus AOD, data points' density distribution  for NAADR_Marine 
(Top) and NAADR_Land (bottom).  
 
3.3.3 Binning  
To demonstrate the non-monotonic behavior of the cloud water path response we divide the full 
range of AOD into bin sizes of 0.05 for NAADR_Land and 0.01 for NAADR_Marine (Figure 5). 
These bin sizes are selected as the nearest round number such that each bin has a minimum of 50 
points. The mean AOD for each bin is calculated and corresponding mean CWP determined.  
When AOD mean is plotted against mean CWP, a peak is observed in both graphs and for all 
situations where AOD is plotted versus CWP.  This peak is used to divide the full data range into 
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two sub ranges. As aerosol loading increases, the graphs show an initial increase in CWP to the 
peak followed by a decrease for both NAADR_Marine and NAADR_Lands. For simplification 
purposes and to indicate the occurrence of two distinct and opposite mechanisms, the initial 
increase in CWP to maximum (CWPpeak ) that occurs as aerosol loading increases but remains 
lower than AODpeak  is referred to as moistening and the decrease in CWP from CWPpeak   that 
occurs as aerosol loading increases from AODpeak  to higher aerosol loading is referred to as 
drying. .  “Moistening” and “drying” are descriptive of the shape of the curves only, and are not 
meant to represent any physical processes that are actually occurring in these ranges (Figure 7).   
β the relative sensitivity of CWP to AOD  is calculated as the slope of the plot log (mean CWP) 
versus log (mean AOD) for each sub-range. The values and the signs of  β (see Table 1) show a 
non monotonic response of cloud water path to increasing aerosol loading contrary to a 
monotonic response suggested when Single Line Linear Regression (SLLR) method was applied 
to the same dataset(illustration in A2(a,b,c). 
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Non Absorbing Aerosol Dominated Regions: Land (NAADR_Land) and 
Marine environments (NAADR_Marine) 
 
 
Figure 5: (Top left)/ (Bottom Left) Average responses of CWP to increasing AOD for all data 
density layers for (NAADR_Land/ NAADR_Marine) (Top right)/ (Bottom right) CWP vs. AOD 
after binning for( NAADR_Land/ NAADR_Marine) 
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Table 1: Correlation coefficients (R2), sensitivity (δ), relative sensitivity (β) and slope (a*) of the regression 
line (before binning) of CWP to increasing AOD as function of AOD ranges and aerosol type. 
 
Parameters R2 / β R2 / δ R2 / a* 
NAADR_Land    
AOD Ranges    
[0.02;0.172] 0.991/1.22±1.69 0.984/348.3±1.74 0.183/180±0.226 
[0.172; 0.6] 0.916/-0.514±1.69 0.844/-53.54±1.74 0.05/-160±0.226 
NAADR_Marine    
AOD Ranges    
[0; 0.095] 0.950/0.16±0.27 0.950/171.7±1.88 0.003/130±0.271 
[0.095; 0.15] 0.860/-0.58±0.27 0.911/-221±1.88 0.0004/-270±0.271 
 
 
In Figure 5 (Top-right), the total AOD range is divided into 12 equal 0.05 AOD bins and each 
bin will have both an average and a standard deviation .The response of CWP to increasing AOD 
shows for NAADR_Land, an initial increase of CWP to a maximum followed by a decrease  
consistent with Figure 5 (Top-left) where AODpeak = 0.172.  In Figure 5(Bottom - right), the total 
AOD range is divided into 14 equal 0.01 AOD bins and Each bin will have both an average and a 
standard deviation The response of CWP to increasing AOD shows for NAADR_Marine, an 
initial increase of CWP to a maximum followed by a decrease, consistent with Figure 5(bottom- 
left) where AODpeak = 0.095. In Table 1, the magnitudes and the signs   of   β, and a* show a 
non-monotonic responses of Mean CWP to increasing Mean AOD. For NAADR_Marine, the 
magnitude of the relative sensitivity of CWP to aerosol induced perturbation is much lower in 
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the lower AOD ranges than higher ranges. The magnitudes of   a*NAADR_Marine and  are 
relatively higher in the higher AOD ranges than in the lower ranges. For NAADR_Land, the 
magnitude of the relative sensitivity and  of CWP to aerosol induced perturbation is much 
higher in the lower AOD ranges than higher ranges. However the magnitudes of   a*NAADR_Land 
are very close in both lower and higher AOD ranges. R2 measures the strength of the 
relationship between aerosol and cloud proxies. The relationship is extremely significant when 
binning is applied to the data and it becomes nearly non-existing when binning is not applied. 
For both NAADR_Marine and NAADR_Land, the relationship between aerosol and cloud 
proxies is much stronger in lower aerosol loading ranges than higher ranges. 
 
3.4 Effects of Meteorology on CWP versus AOD Response Curve: Evaluation by Statistical      
compositing and Multivariate Linear Regression Analysis 
 
Using both statistical compositing (sorting data into categories and comparing means for 
different categories) and multivariate linear regression analysis techniques, we study the 
sensitivity and the relative sensitivity of CWP to independent variation of meteorological 
conditions (Lower Tropospheric Static Stability & Atmospheric Water Vapor) and aerosol 
optical depth for the five study areas. Lower Tropospheric Static Stability (LTSS) is an index of 
the convective activity of an air parcel in the lower troposphere. Low LTSS values indicate 
unstable environment, strong convective activity, possibility of deep cloud formation.  High 
LTSS results in weak convective activity.  LTSS, atmospheric Water Vapor (WV) content or 
their combination   are being considered as meteorological settings.   
For multivariate linear regression analysis, the contributions of AOD, LTSS and WV in changes 
observed in CWP are assessed using either Ridge regression analysis technique or an ordinary 
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multiple linear regression technique for NAADR_Marine, NAADR_Lands, AADR_Sahara, 
AADR_Urban and AADR_SubTrop   in two different meteorological settings (unstable and 
stable atmospheric conditions). Here, the basic assumption is that the contributions for the all 
three parameters to changes observed in CWP during moistening or drying, amount to 1 or 100%  
The coefficients estimates of the models in multilinear regression analysis rely on the 
independence of the model terms (variables). When the terms are correlated, the columns of the 
design matrix X exhibit certain linear dependency and the matrix (XTX)-1 becomes close to 
singular. As consequence the least-square regression coefficients estimates p = (XTX)-1XTy 
becomes very sensitive to random errors in observed response y, producing large variances. In 
multicollinearity situation, as for some of our study areas, ridge regression is used to circumvent 
the issues of large variances by estimating regression coefficients using 
p = (XTX+λI)-1XTy     λ is the ridge parameter and I is the identity matrix. Though this approach 
is biased, the reduced variance of ridges estimates result in smaller mean square errors compared 
to least squares estimates. λ(ridge parameter) the bias coefficient maximum value that 
produced the most reduced variance in the ridge coefficient estimates was determined by 
iterative process. In the context of this study, λ was determined to be   5x10-3.  
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4. Results 
4.1 CWP versus AOD in the Absence of Meteorological considerations. 
In this section, the keys characteristics of CWP versus AOD response curves will be described 
and compared for each study region.  However cloud and aerosol interaction will always occur in 
certain meteorological context. The results analyzed in different meteorological settings may 
provide a better understanding of CWP response to aerosol induced perturbation. Section 5 of 
this study will extensively cover the effects of meteorology on CWP response. 
In Figure 6, the full range of AOD in the five regions was divided into either of 0.05 or 0.01 bin 
sizes, with means calculated for each bin as described in the Methodology section. For the five 
regions, as aerosol loading increases, the graphs show an initial increase in CWP to the peak 
followed by a decrease. Among the five regions,   NAADR_Marine and NAADR_Land exhibit 
the highest magnitudes for the following keys characteristics: CWPpeak , cloud water path 
sensitivity δ and cloud water relative sensitivity β .This could be explained by the strong 
convective activities prevailing in these two regions due high evaporation rate at the sea surface 
(NAADR-Marine), the proximity the Gulf of Mexico (NAADR_Land) as well as the hydrophilic 
character of the dominant types of aerosol in both regions.  For both regions,   the magnitudes of 
CWP sensitivity δ to aerosol induced perturbation were observed to be much higher during 
moistening than during drying. Since in general aerosol loading was observed to be low during 
moistening than during drying, it could be inferred that in a non-absorbing aerosol dominated 
environment over land and marine environments, cloud liquid water sensitivity decreases with 
increasing aerosol loading.  AADR_Sahara region exhibit the lowest CWPpeak, cloud liquid water 
sensitivity δ to aerosol induced perturbation was observed to be much higher during drying than 
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during moistening. The absence of moisture in sufficient quantity may explain the condition 
described above. Cloud liquid water sensitivity may increase with increasing aerosol loading. 
For both AADR_SubTrop and AADR_ Urban, CWP sensitivity δ was observed to be much 
higher during moistening than during drying.  Cloud liquid water sensitivity decreases with 
increasing aerosol loading.  
 
Figure 6:  Responses of CWP to increasing AOD for the five study regions. 
 
4.2 Description of CWP versus AOD Response Curve  
In this section, Figure 7 representing the CWP response to increasing AOD in NAADR_Land is 
selected to describe in general the behavior of CWP response to increasing AOD.    The shape of 
the response curve seems to   illustrate the existence of competing aerosol loading effects that 
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resulted in an initial increase (moistening) in CWP to a peak followed by a decrease (drying) as 
aerosol loading increases. The moistening section of the response curve corresponds to aerosol 
loadings that favor the tendency of CWP to increase against its tendency to decrease as aerosol 
loading increases. During drying, aerosol loadings favors CWP tendency to decrease.   The peak 
corresponds to the aerosol loading threshold that separates the two behaviors of CWP to 
increasing AOD. Since cloud formation involves vertical motion of air masses characterized by 
among others the Lifting Condensation Level (LCL), atmospheric relative humidity, we are 
expecting this threshold of aerosol loading and associated moistening and drying to be strongly 
influenced by the large scale meteorological conditions such as the Lower Tropospheric Static 
Stability (LTSS), the atmospheric water vapor content as well as the aerosol concentration.  The 
effects of large scale meteorological conditions, as well as the effects of aerosol concentration 
may promote the prevalence of either moistening or drying. In that instance the average shape of 
the response curve could be meteorological conditions specific.   We will be exploring the effects 
of meteorology of cloud water path response to aerosol induced perturbation. 
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                          Figure 7: Illustration of cloud and aerosol interaction for NAADR_Land. 
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4.3 Effects of Meteorology on CWP Response to Increasing AOD: Evaluation by Statistical 
Compositing and Multivariate Regression Analysis. 
Using both statistical compositing and multilinear regression analysis techniques, we study the 
sensitivity and the relative sensitivity of CWP to independent variation of meteorological 
conditions and aerosol parameters in general and during moistening and drying for 
NAADR_Marine, NAADR_Land, AADR_Urban, AADR_Sahara and AADR_SubTrop. LTSS, 
atmospheric Water Vapor (WV) content or the combination of both   are being considered as 
meteorological settings.   
4.3.1 Evaluation by Atmospheric WV Statistical Compositing 
The responses of CWP and the relative sensitivities to increasing AOD are evaluated in high and 
low atmospheric water vapor content during both moistening and drying for the five study areas 
(Figures 8 through 14).    
4.3.1.1 NAADR_ Marine                                                                                                                 
We assess for NAADR_Marine, the response curves, both the sensitivity δ and the relative 
sensitivity β of CWP to independent variation of atmospheric Water Vapor and aerosol 
parameters during moistening and drying (Figure 8). We considered the changes induced in 
CWP response by increasing aerosol loading for two meteorological settings defined by a low [0; 
1.5] cm and high [1.5; 3] cm atmospheric water vapor content.  For detailed explanation how δ 
and β are determined, see the methodology section 
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CWP response to increasing AOD for low and high WV 
environments and determination of βmoistening and  βdrying 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                              
 Figure 8: (Top) Response of CWP versus AOD for low and high WV respectively during 
moistening and drying (Middle)/ (Bottom) Relative sensitivities profiles of CWP to 
increasing AOD in low and high at WV environments respectively during moistening/drying 
for NAADR_Marine.  
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In Figure 8(Top), the threshold aerosol loading necessary to shift from cloud moistening process 
to drying process is larger in high water vapor environment than in low water vapor environment 
as well as the corresponding cloud water paths.  During moistening (Middle) the relative 
sensitivities from low water vapor regime to a high water vapor regime are very close. The 
magnitude of the relative sensitivity β during drying is much higher in high water vapor 
condition than in low water vapor condition (Bottom).  
Table2. Percent increase (↑) in the characteristics parameters of cloud water path response curve to 
aerosol induced perturbation from low to high water vapor environment for NAADR_Marine 
 AODpeak  CWPpeak Βmoist Βdrying 
     
        Low WV 0.074 ±0.011 62.13 ±1.74  1.59± 0.17  -0.417± 0.17 
          
       High WV  0.104 ±0.011  109 ±1.74 2.050± 0.20 -4.319 ±0.20 
          
 (ΔX/ X Low WV) %     40.5%  ↑    75.4%  ↑  29%   ↑ 936%   ↑ 
 
In Table 2, the transition from low to high water vapor regime resulted in a significant increase 
(↑) in keys parameters ( AODpeak, CWPpeak, βmoist, βdrying ) of cloud water path response curve to 
aerosol induced perturbation.  βdrying increases nearly 10 times from a low to high water vapor 
regime and this is also the most significant magnitude change. The lowest magnitude change 
occurred in βmoist (29%).   
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4.3.1.2   NAADR_Land  
We assess for NAADR_Land, the response curves, both the sensitivity δ and the relatively 
sensitivity β of CWP to independent variation of atmospheric Water Vapor and aerosol 
parameters during moistening and drying (Figure 9) .We considered the changes induced in 
CWP response by increasing aerosol loading for low and high  atmospheric water vapor  content.  
For detailed explanation how δ and β are determined, see the methodology section. 
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CWP Response to increasing AOD for low and high WV 
environments and determination of βmoistening and βdrying 
               
       
        
Figure 9: (Top) Response of CWP to increasing AOD in low and high 
atmospheric WV environments respectively during moistening and 
drying. (Middle) Relative sensitivities profiles of CWP to increasing AOD 
in low and high atmospheric WV environments respectively during 
moistening for NAADR_Land. (Bottom) Relative sensitivities profiles of 
CWP to increasing AOD in low and high atmospheric WV environments 
respectively during drying for NAADR_Land 
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Table 3: Percent increase (↑) or decrease (↓) in the characteristics parameters of cloud water path 
response curve aerosol induced perturbation from low to high water vapor environment NAADR_Land  
 AODpeak  CWPpeak Βmoist Βdrying 
     
        Low WV 0.419 ±0.036 77.40 ± 2.84  0.212± 0.06  -0.492± 0.180 
          
       High WV  0.275 ±0.036  69.11± 2.84 0.515± 0.06 -0.217 ±0.01 
          
 (ΔX/ X Low WV) %     34%  ↓    11%  ↓  143%   ↑ 56%   ↓ 
 
The threshold aerosol loading necessary to shift from cloud moistening process to drying process 
is much larger in low water vapor environment than in high water vapor environment as well as 
the corresponding cloud water paths (Figure 9).The availability of moisture in high WV 
environment could offset the drying effect induced by increasing aerosol loading as compare 
CWP response in low water vapor environment. In Table 3, except for βmoist, all characteristic 
parameters AODpeak ,  CWPpeak, βdrying for NAADR_ Land decreased significantly from low 
to high water vapor environment In high WV vapor environment, βmoist exhibit the highest 
magnitude compare to βdrying (moistening is the highest sensitivity mechanism) while drying the 
is the highest sensitivity mechanism in low WV condition.  During the transition from low to 
high atmospheric water vapor content, the most significant magnitude change occurred in βmoist 
(143% increase) while the lowest magnitude change occurred in CWPpeak(11% decrease)                                                                                      
4.3.1.3 AADR_Urban  
We assess for AADR_Urban, the response curves, both the sensitivity δ and the relatively 
sensitivity β of CWP to independent variation of atmospheric Water Vapor and aerosol 
parameters during  moistening and drying (Figure  10) .We considered the changes induced in 
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CWP response by increasing aerosol loading for low and high  atmospheric water vapor  content.  
For detailed explanation how δ and β are determined, see the methodology section. 
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CWP Response to increasing AOD for low and high WV ranges 
and determination of βmoistening and βdrying for low and high WV 
              
     
      
Figure 10: (Top) Response of CWP to increasing AOD in low and high 
atmospheric WV environments respectively during moistening and 
drying. (Middle) Relative sensitivities profiles of CWP to increasing AOD 
in low and high atmospheric WV environments respectively during 
moistening for AADR_Urban. (Bottom) Relative sensitivities profiles of 
CWP to increasing AOD in low and high atmospheric WV environments 
respectively during drying for AADR_Urban  
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Table 4:  Percent increase (↑) or decrease (↓) in the characteristics parameters of cloud water path response 
curve aerosol induced perturbation from low to high water vapor environment AADR_Urban 
 AODpeak  CWPpeak βmoist βdrying 
     
        Low WV 0.091 ±0.031 86.0 ± 2.46  1.846± 0.180  -4.014± 0.180 
          
       High WV  0.094 ±0.031  68.67± 2.46 0.328± 0.122 -2.563 ±0.122 
          
 (ΔX/ X Low WV) %     3.2%  ↑    20.2%  ↓  82.2%   ↓ 36.1%   ↓ 
 
In Table 4 CWPpeak , βdrying and βmoist decreases from low to high WV environment respectively 
by 20.2%, 82.2% and 36.1% of their initial magnitudes. For AADR in urban area, the threshold 
aerosol loading to shift from low or high water vapor environment is increased by approximately 
3.2%. Drying is the highest sensitivity process (highest β magnitudes) in both high and low water 
vapor environment.   
4.3.1.4 AADR_SubTrop (Southern Africa)   
We assess for AADR_SubTrop, the response curves, both the sensitivity δ and the relatively 
sensitivity β of CWP to independent variation of atmospheric Water Vapor and aerosol 
parameters during moistening and drying (Figure 11) .We considered the changes induced in 
CWP response by increasing aerosol loading for low and high  atmospheric water vapor  content. 
For detailed explanation how δ and β are determined, see the methodology section 
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CWP response to increasing AOD for low and high WV ranges 
and determination of βmoistening and βdrying for low and high WV 
                            
                  
                 
Figure 11: (Top) Response of CWP to increasing AOD in low and high 
atmospheric WV environments respectively during moistening and 
drying for AADR_SubTrop (Middle) Relative sensitivities profiles of 
CWP to increasing AOD in low and high atmospheric WV 
environments during moistening for AADR_SubTrop (Bottom) Relative 
sensitivities profiles of CWP to increasing AOD in low and high 
atmospheric WV environments during drying for AADR_SubTrop.  
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In the section its is noticeable that the log graph used to determine β showed only two and three 
data points for low and high water vapor environments. The filtration of data into low and high 
WV may have  resulted  in data loss.  
Table 5 : Percent increase(↑) or decrease (↓) in the characteristic parameters of CWP response curve 
to increasing AOD for low and high WV environment for AADR_SubTrop. The maximum and minimum 
changes are respectively observed for βmoist and AODpeak 
 AODpeak  CWPpeak βmoist Βdrying 
     
        Low WV 0.095 ±0.028 31.35 ± 2.20  0.731± 0.238  -3.512± 0.238 
          
       High WV  0.084 ±0.028  36.60± 2.20 1.693± 0.173 -2.719 ±0.173 
          
 (ΔX/ X Low WV) %     13.1%  ↓    16.7%  ↑  131.6%   ↑ 22.6%   ↓ 
 
In Figure 11(Top), Mean CWP increases with increasing Mean AOD up to   0.095 and 0.084 
Mean AOD values for respectively low and high water vapor environments.  In Table 5, Drying 
is the highest sensitivity mechanism in both low and high water vapor environment. βdrying     
magnitude is reduced by nearly 23% from low to high water vapor environment while βmoist is 
increased by 132%. The threshold aerosol loading necessary to shift from moistening to drying is 
decreased by approximately 13% from high to low water vapor environment. 
4.3.1.5 AADR_ Sahara  
We assess for AADR_Sahara the response curves, both the sensitivity δ and the relatively  
sensitivity β of CWP to independent variation of atmospheric Water Vapor and aerosol 
parameters during moistening and drying (Figures 12) .We considered the changes induced in 
CWP response by increasing aerosol loading for low and high  atmospheric water vapor  content. 
For detailed explanation how δ and β are determined, see the methodology section. 
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CWP Response to increasing AOD and determination of 
βmoist and βdrying for low and high WV  
     
       
Figure 12 :( Top) Response of CWP to increasing AOD in low and high 
atmospheric WV environments (Bottom) Relative sensitivities during 
moistening in high WV and during drying for low WV for AADR_Sahara 
Table 6: Percent of increase (↑) or decrease (↓) in the characteristics parameters of CWP response curve 
to aerosol induced perturbation from low to high WV environment AADR_Sahara. 
 AODpeak  CWPpeak βmoist βdrying  
     
        Low WV 0.04±0.004 28.3 ± 2.20  -  -0.07± 0.238 
          
       High WV  0.175 ±0.031  27.4± 2.20 0.230± 0.238 - 
          
 (ΔX/ X Low WV) %     33.8% ↑     3.2%  ↓  -    -   
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In Figure 12, CWP responses to AOD induced perturbation in high and low water vapor 
environments are nearly a horizontal mirror images of each other. In Table 6,   drying and 
moistening are respectively the highest sensitivity process in low water vapor environment in 
high water vapor environment.  From low to high WV environment, the maximum CWP 
corresponding to the lowest aerosol loading is reduced by approximately 3.2%. 
4.3.2 Evaluation by atmospheric LTSS Statistical Compositing  
We study the sensitivity of CWP to independent variation Lower Tropospheric Static Stability 
(LTSS)   and aerosol parameters in general and during moistening and drying. 
4.3.2.1 NAADR_ Marine   
 We considered the changes induced in CWP response by increasing aerosol loading for two 
meteorological settings defined by a low [-2.45; 5.3] K and high [5.3; 15] K lower tropospheric 
static stability (LTSS). Cloud liquid water sensitivities δ and relative sensitivity β are determined 
by calculating respectively the slopes for the plot of mean CWP versus mean AOD and log(mean 
CWP) versus log(mean AOD) during both moistening and drying.  
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 CWP Response to increasing AOD and determination of βmoist 
and βdrying for low and high LTSS in NAADR_Marine 
environment 
                         
   
   
Figure 13: (Top) Response of CWP to increasing AOD in low and high 
LTSS environments for NAADR_Marine. (Middle) Relative sensitivities 
profiles of CWP to increasing AOD during moistening   in low and high 
LTSS environments for NAADR_Marine. (Bottom) Relative sensitivities 
profiles of CWP to increasing AOD during drying   in low and high LTSS 
environments for NAADR_Marine.  
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In Figure 13, the response of CWP  to AOD is non monotonic in both stable and unstable 
environment; the threshold aerosol loading necessary to shift from cloud moistening process  to  
drying process  is much  larger in high  stability  environment than in low  stability environment 
as well as the corresponding cloud water path. The magnitudes of cloud liquid water  sensitities δ 
during moistening in both stable and unstable environments are much larger than δ during drying   
The magnitude of βmoist is much larger in an unstable environment than in a stable environment. 
The magnitude βdrying is much larger in high stability environment than in low stability 
environment.   
Table 7: Percent of increase (↑) or decrease (↓) in the characteristics parameters of CWP response curve 
to aerosol induced perturbation from low to high LTSS environment for NAADR_Marine. 
 AODpeak  CWPpeak βmoist βdrying 
     
        Low LTSS 0.045±0.011 45.42 ± 1.74  3.041± 0.27  -0.388± 0.27 
          
       High LTSS  0.085 ±0.011  63.31± 1.74 1.958± 0.22 -1.446 ±0.22 
          
 (ΔX/ X Low LTSS) %     88%  ↓    39.4%  ↓  35.6%   ↓ 273%   ↑ 
 
 
In Table 7, the transition from low to high static stability regime resulted in a significant increase 
in the  parameters ( AODpeak, CWPpeak,  βdrying ) of cloud water path response curve to aerosol 
induced perturbation except for βmoist observed to decrease. βdrying increases nearly 273% from 
a low to high static stability regimes.   The magnitude of βmoist is nearly 10 times that of βdrying 
in unstable atmospheric conditions.    
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4.3.2.2 NAADR _Land (Continental US) 
We assessed the changes induced in CWP response by increasing aerosol loading for a low 
LTSS (unstable atmospheric condition) and high LTSS (stable atmospheric condition). Cloud 
liquid water sensitivities δ and the corresponding  relative sensitivities β are determined by 
calculating respectively the slopes for the plot of mean CWP versus mean AOD and log(mean 
CWP) versus log(mean AOD) during both moistening and drying as indicated in the 
methodological section.  The data of the characteristics features in Figures 15 are used to 
generate Table 8. 
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  CWP response to increasing AOD and determination of βmoist      
and βdrying for low and high LTSS in NAADR _Land region. 
  
   
     
Figure 14: (Top) Response of CWP to increasing AOD in low and high 
LTSS environments for NAADR_Land. (Middle) Relative sensitivities 
profiles of CWP to increasing AOD during moistening for NAADR_Land 
Relative sensitivities profiles of CWP to increasing AOD during drying  
in low and high LTSS environments for NAADR_Land.  
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Table 8: Percent of increase (↑) or decrease (↓) in the characteristics parameters of CWP response curve 
to AOD induced perturbation from low to high LTSS environment for NAADR_Land.  
 AODpeak  CWPpeak βmoist Βdrying 
     
        Low LTSS 0.243±0.011 161 ± 1.74  11.15± 0.27  -2.67± 0.27 
          
        High LTSS  0.354 ±0.011  70.0± 1.74 1.24± 0.22 -1.352 ±0.22 
          
 (ΔX/ X Low LTSS) %    16.5%  ↑    56.5%  ↓  89%   ↓ 49.4%   ↓ 
 
 
In Table 8, except for AODpeak observed to increase, the transition from low to high static 
stability regime resulted in a significant decrease in the following keys parameters CWPpeak  
βmoistening , βdrying   of cloud water path response curve to aerosol induced perturbation . The 
maximum decrease is observed in βmoistening (89%) from a low to high static stability regimes. 
The magnitude of βmoistening in unstable atmospheric condition is nearly 5 times the magnitude 
of βdrying. In stable atmospheric conditions, the magnitudes of both βmoistening and βdrying are nearly 
identical.  In Figure 15, for NAADR_Land, the threshold aerosol loading to shift from 
moistening process to a drying process is much lower in   low LTSS regime than in high LTSS 
regime 
4.3.2.3 AADR _Sahara 
We assessed the changes induced in CWP response by increasing aerosol loading for only a high 
LTSS (stable atmospheric conditions) because no cloud and aerosol data was available in 
unstable atmospheric conditions. Cloud liquid water sensitivities δ and the corresponding  
relative sensitivities β are determined by calculating respectively the slopes for the plot of mean 
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CWP versus mean AOD and log(mean CWP) versus log(mean AOD) during both moistening 
and drying.  The data of the characteristics features in Figures 16 are used to generate Table 9. 
Response of CWP to increasing AOD and determination of 
βmoistening and βdrying for high LTSS for AADR _Sahara   
    
                
  Figure 15:  (Top) Response of CWP to increasing AOD for high LTSS. 
(Bottom) Relative sensitivity profiles of CWP during moistening and 
drying for high LTSS for AADR _Sahara   
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Table 9: Percent of increase (↑) or decrease (↓) in the characteristics parameters of CWP versus AOD 
response curve from low to high LTSS atmospheric conditions for AADR_Sahara. 
 AODpeak  CWPpeak βmoist βdrying 
     
        Low LTSS            -             - -  - 
          
       High LTSS  0.221 ±0.12  35.48± 1.95 0.591± 0.245 -0.026 ±0.245 
          
 (ΔX/ X Low LTSS) %              -              -             -     -    
 
In Table 9, the magnitude of moistening process is significantly higher than drying in high 
LTSS. The absence of data for low LTSS shows the prevalence of high static stability condition; 
this situation is consistent with the permanent high subsidence (high pressure) occurring in the 
Sahara region due the falling branches of Ferrell and Hadley cells.    In Figure 15, the response 
of CWP to aerosol induced perturbation under unstable atmospheric conditions did not exist. The 
magnitudes of cloud liquid water sensitivities δ during moistening in a stable  atmospheric 
conditions is much larger than δ during drying (Top). The corresponding βmoist   magnitude is 
much larger than the magnitude of βdrying (Bottom). 
4.3.2.4 AADR _SubTrop (Southern Africa Agricultural Region) 
We assessed the changes induced in CWP response by increasing aerosol loading for a low 
LTSS (unstable atmospheric condition) and high LTSS (stable atmospheric condition. Cloud 
liquid water sensitivities δ and the corresponding  relative sensitivities β are determined by 
calculating respectively the slopes for the plot of mean CWP versus mean AOD and log(mean 
CWP) versus log(mean AOD) during both moistening and drying.  The data of the characteristics 
features in Figure 16 are used to generate Table 10. 
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CWP Response to increasing AOD for low and high LTSS and 
determination of βmoistening and βdrying for low and high LTSS 
for AADR _SubTrop 
                      
                
    
 Figure 16: (Top) Response of CWP to increasing AOD for low and high 
LTSS for AADR_SubTrop. (Middle) Relative sensitivity profiles of CWP to 
increasing AOD during moistening for AADR_SubTrop. (Bottom) Relative 
sensitivities profiles of CWP to increasing AOD during drying in low and 
high LTSS environment for AADR_SubTrop. 
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Table10: Percent of increase (↑) or decrease (↓) in the characteristics parameters of CWP versus AOD 
response curve from low to high LTSS atmospheric conditions for AADR_SubTrop.   
 AODpeak  CWPpeak βmoist Βdrying 
     
        Low LTSS 0.085±0.004 27.12 ± 0.51  0.186± 0.29  -0.311± 0.29 
          
       High LTSS  0.035 ±0.004  24.76± 0.51 0.069± 0.29 -0.337 ±0.29 
          
 (ΔX/ X Low LTSS) %     59%  ↓    09%  ↓  63%   ↓ 08.4%   ↑ 
 
In Figure 16, the threshold AOD necessary to shift from the moistening to drying in much larger 
in unstable atmospheric condition than in a stable atmospheric condition. In Table 10, except for 
βdrying observed to increase in magnitude(8%),  the transition from low to high static stability 
regime resulted in a decrease in the following  parameters  AODpeak(nearly 59%) , 
CWPpeak(9%),  βmoistening (63%) of cloud water path response curve to aerosol induced 
perturbation . The increase in magnitude of βdrying and the decrease in magnitude of CWPpeak  
from a low to high static stability regime are very close.   
4.3.2.5 AADR_URBAN 
We assessed the changes induced in CWP response by increasing aerosol loading for a low 
LTSS (unstable atmospheric condition) and high LTSS (stable atmospheric condition. Cloud 
liquid water sensitivities δ and the corresponding  relative sensitivities β are determined by 
calculating respectively the slopes for the plot of mean CWP versus mean AOD and log(mean 
CWP) versus log(mean AOD) during both moistening and drying.  The data of the characteristics 
features in Figure 17 are used to generate Table 11. 
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CWP Response to increasing AOD and determination of 
βmoistening and βdrying for low and high LTSS environment for 
AADR_URBAN  
             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            
 Figure 17: (Top) Response of CWP to increasing AOD for low and high LTSS for 
AADR_URBAN. (Middle) Relative sensitivity profiles of CWP to increasing 
AOD during moistening in low and high LTSS environment for AADR_URBAN 
(Bottom) Relative sensitivity profiles of CWP to increasing AOD during drying in 
low and high LTSS environment for AADR_URBAN 
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Table11: Percent of increase (↑) or decrease (↓) in the characteristics parameters of CWP versus AOD 
response curve from low to high LTSS atmospheric conditions for AADR_Urban.  
 AODpeak  CWPpeak Βmoist βdrying 
     
        Low LTSS 0.11±0.012 96.43 ± 1.95  0.024± 0.103  -0.285± 0.103 
          
       High LTSS  0.01 ±0.012  95.68± 1.95 - -0.047 ±0.103 
          
 (ΔX/ X Low LTSS) %     91%  ↓    0.7%  ↓  - 83.5%   ↑ 
 
In Figure 17 for urban environment, moistening occurs only in unstable atmospheric condition. 
In stable atmospheric condition, drying is the highest sensitivity process. In Table 11, the 
threshold aerosol loading for AADR_Urban necessary to initiate the drying process is nearly 
90% higher in low LTSS (unstable atmospheric conditions) than in high LTSS (stable 
atmospheric conditions). In low LTSS environment, the magnitude of relative sensitivity of CWP 
to aerosol induced perturbation during drying is significantly higher than its magnitude during 
moistening for AADR-Urban. In both Low and high LTSS environment, drying is the highest 
sensitivity process for AADR-Urban; no significant moistening process is occurring in high 
LTSS environment.     
4.3.3 LTSS and WV Statistical Compositing Graphical Summaries 
In section 4.3, a graphical summary of the statistical compositing results for low and high vapor 
as well as for low and high LTSS are presented. Since no result was assessed for a combination 
between both variables (WV and LTSS), the graphical representations were solely based on  
either WV or LTSS  as controlling factors and LTSS or WV were then considered as parameters. 
A best guess for the effects of LTSS and WV together is based on the assumption that any results 
obtained for a given level of atmospheric water vapor content will be magnified from a high to a 
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low LTSS.  For a given level of static stability, the results will be magnified from low to high 
WV. This will translate into an increase in the magnitude of the characteristic variables by an 
arbitrarily proportion for all five study areas.  
In Figure 18, the magnitudes of both βmoist and βdrying in high water vapor (WV) environment are 
significantly larger (longer arrows) than in low water vapor environment (relatively smaller 
arrows). These differences are enhanced from high to low atmospheric stability conditions. 
Among the five locations, marine environment exhibit the highest magnitude for both moistening 
and drying. This could be explained by both a high evaporation rate at the sea surface and a 
significant amount of sea spray and possibly by the hydrophilic nature of the aerosol (This study 
is not intended to demonstrate any physical mechanisms being referred to here). NAADR_Land 
(Figure 19) is the second study area to exhibit larger magnitudes for   both in high water vapor 
(WV) environment as they compare to the magnitudes in low water vapor environments. The 
region is under strong influence of the Gulf of Mexico one of the major source of moisture for 
continental US. In addition, the dominant aerosol types in both regions could be hydrophilic. The 
smallest magnitudes for βmoist and βdrying are observed in AADR_Sahara. These magnitudes are 
consistent with the suppressing effect on convective activity of the falling branches of the Hadley 
and Ferrell cells in the region.  AADR_Urban and AADR_SubTrop are regions where drying is 
the highest sensitivity process. No significant moistening is occurring in both regions. Both 
regions exhibit nearly identical βdrying. The quasi similarities may be attributed the presence of 
similarities in characteristics of absorbing aerosol present in significant concentration in both 
regions.  
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                 4.3.3.1 Atmospheric WV Statistical Compositing Graphical Summary 
 
Figure 18: WV statistical compositing graphical summary. βmoist and βdrying  in low 
and high WV are represented according with respect to their magnitudes in 
different meteorological settings based on an arbitrarily arrow length per unit of 
magnitude 
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4.3.3.2 LTSS Statistical Compositing Graphical Summary 
 
Figure 19: LTSS statistical compositing graphical summary. βmoist and βdrying  in low 
and high LTSS are represented  with respect to their magnitudes in different 
meteorological settings based on an arbitrarily arrow length per unit of magnitude. 
Favorable and unfavorable convective environment are observed for respectively 
the following couples (High WV, Low LTSS) and (Low WV, High LTSS). 
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  4.3.3.3 LTSS and WV Statistical Compositing Summary Table 
Table 12: Summary of the highest sensitivity process by statistical compositing analysis 
results   for the five study areas for different meteorological settings 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In NAADR_Marine region, moistening (M) exhibits the highest β for all 
atmospheric conditions except for high WV environment. Drying (D) is the highest β 
process in AADR_Urban and AADR_SubTrop regions for all atmospheric 
conditions except for low WV in AADR_SubTrop regions where moistening (M) is 
the highest β process. 
 
 
Highest sensitivity ( β) process [Drying(D)  or Moistening(M)] by Statistical  
Compositing analysis results  for  the  following  couples  of meteorological 
settings (Low LTSS, High LTSS) & (Low WV, High WV) 
  
Low LTSS 
 
High LTSS 
 
Low WV 
 
High WV 
NAADR_Marine M M M D 
NAADR_Land D M M D 
AADR_Sahara M N/A M D 
AADR_SubTrop D D M D 
AADR_Urban D D D D 
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4.4 Effects of Meteorology on CWP Response to Increasing AOD: Evaluation by 
Multivariate Regression Analysis  
The contributions of AOD, LTSS and WV in changes observed in CWP are assessed using either 
Ridge regression analysis technique or an ordinary multilinear regression technique for 
NAADR_Marine, NAADR_Lands, AADR_Sahara, AADR_Urban and AADR_SubTrop   in two 
different meteorological settings (unstable and stable atmospheric conditions). Here, the basic 
assumption is that the contributions for the all three parameters to changes observed in CWP 
during moistening or drying, amount to 1 or 100%. In section we will initially assess the match 
between each analytical method and the five study areas. A study area where at least two 
variables are observed to be linearly dependent will analyzed by ridge regression method. Study 
areas where any two variables are linearly independent will be analyzed by an Ordinary 
multivariate regression method.   
4.4.1 Analytical Methods and Study Areas 
4.4.1.1 Ridge regression study areas 
In the context of NAADR_Marine, NAADR_Land and AADR_SubTrop, AOD is observed to be 
collinear to WV, likely because the aerosols in these regions tend to by hydrophilic. Ridge 
regression is better suited than ordinary multilinear regression analysis method to circumvent the 
problem of unstable variance in CWP induced by the collinearity between AOD and WV as 
indicated in Figure 21 below. 
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Figure 20: Linear relationship observed between AOD and PW for NAADR_Marine, 
NAADR_Land and AADR_SubTrop. Ridge regression method is applicable for these three sites 
 
4.4.1.2 Ordinary multivariate regression analysis study areas 
In the context of AADR_Sahara and AADR_Urban, no collinearity was observed between any 
two of the three variables AOD, WV and LTSS. Ridge Regression method was undefined in this 
case as indicated in Figure 20.  Ordinary multilinear regression analysis method   was used to 
calculate the contribution of each variable to changes observed in CWP for increasing aerosol 
loading and for different meteorological conditions. The results are then expressed as fraction of 
the total contribution and tabulated in Table 15 
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AADR_Sahara 
 
  AADR_Urban 
 
Figure 21: Shows no linear relationship observed between any two variables AOD, LTSS and 
WV for AADR_URBAN and for AADR_Sahara .Ridge regression method is not appropriate. 
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4.4.2 Effects of Meteorology on CWP Response to Increasing AOD: Evaluation by Ridge 
Regression Analysis 
Ridge coefficients as contributions of each variable to the total change observed in CWP aerosol 
for increasing aerosol loading are determined as indicated in Figure 22, 23&24 during 
moistening, drying, for NAADR_Marine, NAADR_Land, AADR_SubTrop, for each 
meteorological setting and then expressed as fraction of the total contributions (sum of all three 
coefficients) and tabulated as indicated in Table 13, 14&15. In the Figures below, λ(ridge 
parameter) the bias coefficient maximum value that produced the most reduced variance in the 
ridge coefficient estimates was determined to be 5x10-3. The reduced variance, characterized by 
horizontal ridge traces associated with each variable, intersect with standard coefficients axis and 
result in ridge regression coefficients.  
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4.4.2.1 NAADR_Marine 
                 
Figure 22: (a) & (b) Ridge Standardized Coefficients as function of Ridge 
Parameter during moistening respectively in low and high LTSS 
atmospheric conditions for NAADR_Marine. 
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Figure 22: (c) & (d) Ridge Standardized Coefficients as function of Ridge 
Parameter during drying respectively in low and high LTSS atmospheric 
conditions for NAADR_Marine. 
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Table 13: Contributions of each variable to changes induced in CWP during moistening and drying from 
low to high LTSS conditions for NAADR_Marine. 
              Moistening                    Drying 
 Log[AOD] LTSS WV Log[AOD] LTSS WV 
       
        Low LTSS -0.52 0.39 0.09 0.33 0.50  0.17 
            
       High LTSS -0.52 -0.41 0.07 0.35 -0.33 -0.32 
 
According to Table 13, in both unstable and stable environment, cloud moistening is exclusively 
controlled by both LTSS and aerosol loading (AOD). The transition from an unstable 
environment to stable does not seem to significantly affect the impact of aerosol loading on 
changes that occur in CWP. However the direct impact of LTSS on CWP appears to be very 
significant during the transition from an unstable to a stable environment. LTSS goes from a 
positive contribution to changes observed in CWP to reverse itself to a negative contribution 
with nearly the same magnitude.   High statistic stability seems to negatively interfere with cloud 
moistening process as indicated by the negative contribution.   In an unstable environment, cloud 
drying process seems to be essentially governed by all three parameters. However a significant 
contribution was recorded from LTSS while AOD and WV exhibited respectively moderate and 
low contributions. In a stable environment, cloud drying process seems to be equally controlled 
by the aerosol loading, water vapor availability as well as the lower tropospheric static stability. 
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4.4.2.2 NAADR_Land (Continental US) Ridge coefficients determination 
The contribution of each variable to changes induced in CWP for increasing aerosol loading and 
for different meteorological contexts is determined using Ridge multilinear regression analysis 
method as indicated in Figure 23. The results are expressed as fraction of the total contributions 
and tabulated in Table 14. 
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Figure 23 :( a) & (b) Ridge Standardized Coefficients as function of Ridge 
Parameter during moistening respectively in low and high LTSS atmospheric 
conditions for NAADR_Land. 
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Figure 23: (c) & (d) Ridge Standardized Coefficients as function of Ridge 
Parameter during drying respectively in low and high LTSS atmospheric 
conditions for NAADR_Land.  
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Table 14: Contributions of each variable to changes induced in CWP during moistening and drying from 
low to high LTSS conditions for NAADR_ Land.     
              Moistening                    Drying 
 Log[AOD] LTSS WV Log[AOD] LTSS WV 
       
        Low LTSS 0.04 0.93 -0.03 -0.05 0.92  -0.03 
            
       High LTSS -0.12 -0.29 -0.59 0.15 0.16 -0.69 
 
In Table 14, for unstable environment, both moistening and drying processes are essentially 
governed by the lower tropospheric static stability. In addition, the contributions of both 
atmospheric water vapor content and aerosol loading in changes observed in CWP remain 
insignificant even after a substantial increase in aerosol loading.  As the atmosphere becomes 
more and more stable, the atmospheric water vapor becomes the governing factors while aerosol 
loading as a factor gains in significance. In both unstable and stable atmospheric conditions, 
changes induced in CWP are governed by LTSS. The transition from low LTSS to high LTSS 
resulted in a significant increase the contribution of AOD and WV against LTSS.  
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     4.4.2.3 AADR_SubTrop  
 
Figure 24: ( a) & (b) Ridge Standardized Coefficients as function of Ridge Parameter  
during moistening respectively in low and high LTSS atmospheric conditions for 
AADR _SubTrop.   
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Figure 24: (c) & (d) Ridge Standardized Coefficients as function of Ridge 
Parameter during drying respectively in low and high LTSS atmospheric 
conditions for AADR _SubTrop 
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Table15: Contributions of each variable to change induced in CWP during moistening and drying from low 
to high LTSS atmospheric conditions for AADR_ SubTrop. 
              Moistening                    Drying 
 Log[AOD] LTSS WV Log[AOD] LTSS WV 
       
        Low LTSS -0.40 0.55 -0.05 0.68 0.21  0.11 
            
       High LTSS 0.33 0.30 -0.37 0.57 -0.30 0.13 
 
According to Table 15, in unstable atmosphere during moistening and drying, changes induced 
in CWP are governed by AOD & LTSS.  LTSS is the most dominant factor during moistening; 
as aerosol loading increases passed moistening, the AOD becomes the most governing factor. In 
a stable   atmosphere and during moistening all three variables are the governing factors; as 
aerosol loading increases passed moistening; only AOD and LTSS remain significant with LTSS 
the most controlling factor. During the transition from unstable to stable atmospheric conditions 
and for low aerosol loading, all three parameters AOD, LTSS & WV become the governing 
factors of change occurring in CWP with nearly equal strength. As aerosol loading increases in 
stable atmospheric conditions the strength of AOD as governing factor in changes occurring in 
CWP increases while that of WV decreases. 
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4.4.3 Effects of Meteorology on CWP Response to Increasing AOD: Evaluation by 
Ordinary Multivariate Regression Analysis 
In the context of AADR_Sahara and AADR_Urban no collinearity was observed between any 
two of the three variable AOD, WV and LTSS. Ridge Regression method was undefined in this 
case as indicated in Figure 25.  Ordinary multilinear regression analysis method   was used to 
calculate the contribution of each variable to changes observed in CWP for increasing aerosol 
loading and for different meteorological contexts. The results are then expressed as fraction of 
the total contribution and tabulated in Tables 16 &17. 
4.4.3.1 AADR_Sahara  
 
Figure 25: Undefined Ridge coefficients for AADR_Sahara. 
 
In Figure 25, Ridge coefficients are undefined for AADR_Sahara when the Ridge method was 
used instead of an ordinary regression method due to non-collinearity between any two of the 
three variables. 
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Table16: Contributions of each variable to changes induced in CWP during moistening and drying from 
low to high LTSS conditions for AADR_Sahara. 
              Moistening                    Drying 
 Log[AOD]   LTSS  WV Log[AOD] LTSS WV 
       
        Low LTSS       0   -3.7 -96.3    0.68 0.21  0.11 
            
       High LTSS       0      0 -1.00     0.78 -0.18 -0.04 
 
According to Table 16, for AADR_Sahara, the contributions for each variable to changes 
observed in CWP are calculated using ordinary multilinear regression analysis method instead of 
Ridge Regression Analysis technique. In both stable and unstable environment and for low 
aerosol loading, atmospheric water vapor is the governing factor that controls changes induced in 
CWP. As aerosol loading increases, the atmospheric aerosol concentration outcompetes both 
LTSS and WV to become the controlling factor. In addition, as aerosol loading increases during 
the transition from an unstable to a stable environment, LTSS controlling strength increases 
while that of AOD is observed to decrease.     
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 4.4.3.2 AADR_Urban   
For AADR_Urban, Ridge Regression method was undefined. Ordinary multilinear regression 
analysis method is used to calculate the contribution of each variable to changes observed in 
CWP. The results are then expressed as fraction of the total contribution and tabulated in Table 
17 
Table 17: Contributions of each variable to changes induced in CWP during moistening and drying from 
low to high LTSS conditions for AADR_ Urban.   
              Moistening                    Drying 
 Log[AOD] LTSS WV Log[AOD] LTSS WV 
       
        Low LTSS 0.39 0.11 0.50 0.21 0.36  0.43 
            
       High LTSS 0.20 0.47 0.33 0.33 -0.60 -0.07 
 
In Table 17, for AADR _Urban, in  unstable atmospheric conditions and for low aerosol loading, 
both atmospheric AOD and WV concentrations are the governing factors that control the 
changes observed in CWP. As aerosol loading increases in unstable atmospheric conditions  , the 
strength of LTSS as controlling factor increases significantly while that of AOD and WV are 
observed to decrease but remain relevant.  In  stable atmospheric conditions and for low aerosol 
loading,  atmospheric AOD , WV and LTSS all three   are the governing factors that control the 
changes observed in CWP.  As aerosol loading increases in stable atmospheric conditions  , the 
strength of both AOD and LTSS as controlling factor increase  significantly while that of WV is 
observed to decrease and become  irrelevant.  During the transition  from unstable to stable 
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atmospheric condition and for both low and high aerosol  concentration environments, the 
strength of LTSS as controlling factor of change in CWP  increases significantly.  In order to 
determine which process (moistening or drying) is dominant in unstable or stable environment, 
we compare the contribution of LTSS  during moistening and drying. For  unstable  and stable  
atmospheric  conditions the contributions  of LTSS are much higher during drying(respectively 
0.36 and 0.60)  than the contributions during moistening ( respectively 0.11 and 0.47).   For 
AADR _Urban, both statistical compositing and  multilinear regression analysis results agree 
that drying is the highest sensitivity process.  
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Table 18: Summary of the contributions of all three variables to the total change observed in CWP 
expressed as fraction the total contributions during both moistening and drying and for each type of 
aerosol  
   MOISTENING DRYING 
   Log[AOD] LTSS WV Log[AOD] LTSS WV 
         
     Low LTSS -0.52 0.39 0.09 0.33 0.50  0.17 
NAADR_Marine             
     High LTSS -0.52 -0.41 0.07 0.35 -0.33 -0.32 
         
     Low LTSS 0.04 0.93 -0.03 -0.05 0.92  0.03 
NAADR_Land             
     High LTSS 0.29 0.59 0.12 0.15 0.16 -0.69 
         
      Low LTSS 0 -0.4 0.96 0.94 0.01  0.05 
AADR_Sahara             
     High LTSS 0 0 -1 0.78 -0.18 -0.04 
         
      Low LTSS (0.50) 0.24 -0.26 0.69 0.26  0.05 
AADR_SubTrop             
     High LTSS 0.42 0.30  -0.28 0.36 -0.39 0.25 
         
      Low LTSS 0.39 0.11 0.5 0.21 0.36  0.43 
AADR_Urban             
     High LTSS 0.20 0.47 0.33 0.33 -0.6 -0.07 
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5. Comparison of results: Water vapor statistical compositing and multivariate regression 
analysis 
This section will underline the possible consistencies in the variability of CWP response to 
aerosol induced perturbation evaluated by statistical compositing and by multivariate linear 
regression analysis for the five study areas and in both unstable and stable atmospheric 
conditions. Table 19 below shows which process (moistening or drying) exhibits the highest β in 
stable and unstable atmospheric conditions according to either statistical compositing or 
multivariate linear regression analysis results. 
Table 19: Comparative Table of the highest relative sensitivity (moistening or drying) process by statistical 
compositing and by multivariate linear regression analysis results for the five study areas.  
 Highest sensitivity ( β) 
process by Statistical  
Compositing analysis 
results: Drying(D)                      
or Moistening(M) 
Highest sensitivity( β) 
process by Multivariate 
Linear Regression analysis 
results : Drying(D)  or 
Moistening(M) 
Both Methods: Highest β 
Process agreed upon(M or 
D)and the stability 
status(Unstable or Stable)  
or No agreement  
  
Stable 
 
Unstable 
 
Stable 
 
Unstable 
 
(M /D)/(Stable, Unstable) 
NAADR_Marine   M    M M D               M /Stable 
NAADR_Land   D    M                            M           M                 M/Unstable 
AADR_Sahara   M   N/A D  N/A            No agreement 
AADR_SubTrop   D    M M   M or D M/Unstable 
AADR_Urban   D    D         D D         D/(Stable , Unstable) 
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In Table 19, the first column shows the five study areas. In the second column, based on the 
statistical compositing results, the most dominant process in an unstable or stable atmospheric 
condition could be either moistening (M) or Drying (D) depending on which of βmoist or βdrying 
exhibits the highest magnitude. The third column is identical to the second column except that 
the results are based on multivariate linear regression analysis. The fourth column indicates 
which process (es) and in which atmospheric conditions both methods results agree upon as the 
highest sensitivity process (es) or there is no agreement at all between the two results.  In some 
instance (AADR_SubTrop), both βmoist and βdrying exhibit an equal magnitude which means that 
both processes exhibit equal sensitivity. This will be referred to as M or D in the Table. The 
divergences observed between multivariate linear regression and statistical compositing  methods 
for the five regions in selecting which process generates the highest sensitivity in either 
atmospheric condition (unstable or stable) could be attributed to  the fact that in statistical 
compositing, only one variable( LTSS or WV) was examined at the time. Whereas in 
multivariate regression analysis in addition to LTSS, other variables such atmospheric water 
vapor content plays a significant role in determining the highest sensitivity process is in either 
atmospheric setting.    
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6. Conclusion and Discussion 
In this study, the response of cloud water path to increasing aerosol loading was analyzed for 
absorbing and non-absorbing aerosol dominated regions in both Northern and Southern 
Hemispheres using MODIS observational data. The data spanned the period of June through 
August in each study region corresponding to the summer and the winter seasons respectively in 
the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. The effects of large scale meteorological conditions 
traced by atmospheric water vapor content and lower tropospheric static stability, as well as the 
effects of aerosol type on CWP response were also evaluated. 
For all the five study regions, independently of the season, the response curves of CWP to 
increasing AOD displayed a peak (CWPpeak) as a universal feature corresponding to a threshold 
aerosol loading (AODpeak). The existence of a peak reveals two different behavior of CWP as 
AOD increases. For aerosol loading less than AODpeak, CWP was positively correlated to AOD. 
For AOD value higher than AODpeak , CWP and AOD were negatively correlated.  
The peak was observed to persist even when the response of CWP to increasing AOD was 
analyzed in low and high atmospheric WV conditions as well as in low and high LTSS. 
However, the variability observed in the peaks characteristics was strongly connected to the 
variability of the meteorological conditions.  
Effects of Atmospheric W V and LTSS: In low atmospheric water vapor a condition, 
regardless of the region, a stronger negative correlation was observed between CWP and AOD 
compare to the positive correlation as aerosol loading increases. A positive correlation was the 
dominant response in high water vapor atmospheric conditions for all study regions except for 
urban environment. In stable atmospheric conditions, a positive correlation between CWP and 
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AOD is the most dominant process in a marine environment. While in unstable atmospheric 
conditions over land, a positive correlation between CWP and AOD was the dominant response 
compare to the negative correlation. In the Sahara region, No data for unstable atmospheric 
conditions was available consistent with the existence the quasi permanent high subsidence in 
the region due to the falling branches of Hadley and Ferrell cells.  
Effects of Aerosol type: In urban environment, regardless of the prevailing meteorological 
condition, a negative correlation is the most dominant response between CWP and AOD. In 
marine environment except for low WV atmospheric condition, a positive correlation was 
observed to be the most dominant tendency between CWP and AOD in all other meteorological 
conditions.  In biomass burning African subtropical region, a negative correlation is the most 
dominant tendency between CWP and AOD   for all meteorological settings except for high WV 
conditions. 
Effect of seasonal variability on CWP response  
The effect seasonal variability was evaluated by analyzing the response of CWP to absorbing or 
non-absorbing aerosol in the Northern hemisphere as well as in Southern hemisphere. Summer in 
the Northern hemisphere in the context of this study, corresponds to winter in the Southern 
hemisphere. The variability will be essentially driven by change in meteorological background 
from one hemisphere to the other. From stability standpoint, unstable atmospheric condition will 
be prevailing in Northern hemisphere due low pressure systems build up. In the other hand, 
winter high pressure system could result in stable atmospheric condition in the Southern 
hemisphere. The low and high pressure systems determine the regional atmospheric circulation 
which in return will be associated with the spatial distribution of moisture, aerosol and cloud 
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cover. Our results show that regardless of the season, the shape of the response curve in general 
remains the same in the five study areas with the peak as a salient feature.  
NAADR_Land (located in the Northern hemisphere) showed a stronger positive than negative 
correlation between CWP and AOD in unstable atmospheric background. This observation is 
consistent with strong convective cloud development resulting from the convergence of both 
moisture and aerosol in summer low pressure systems.   In the Southern hemisphere, the positive 
correlation between CWP and AOD is observed to be stronger than the negative correlation for 
NAADR_Marine during winter season in a stable atmospheric condition. A high pressure system 
prevailing in the region during the winter season may keep together moisture and aerosol 
allowing some limited or no cloud development. In connection to the observations made for both 
NAADR_Land and NAADR_Marine, it could be inferred that regardless of the season, non-
absorbing aerosols show stronger positive correlation than negative correlation between CWP 
and AOD. In summer, AADR_Urban shows a stronger negative correlation between CWP and 
AOD compare to the positive correlation.  Meanwhile in Subtropical biomass burning region, 
AADR_SubTrop shows a stronger positive correlation. It could be inferred that the variability in 
the correlation for absorbing-aerosol was the result of the variability in the season. However, one 
might still argue that effect of absorbing aerosol type could be competing against the effect the 
seasonal variability effect. In that instance the outcome could be determined by the prevailing 
effect. For AADR_Sahara, the result are uncertain, we could expect the synergetic  effects of 
high subsidence and  absorbing dust to generate strong negative correlation.  
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Relationship between our findings and past correlative studies. 
In order to conduct a robust comparative analysis, let us briefly recall the results of some of the 
correlative studies in the past (examples are from the introduction section) and explore how each 
result could be connected or not to our findings. 
Nakajima et al. [2001] found a positive correlation between the column CCN concentration and 
the cloud liquid water path over the ocean. Breon et al. [2002] found that negative correlation   
exists over the ocean as well as over land.   Indeed our method did produce a positive  and a 
negative correlations between AOD and CWP respectively for aerosol loading lower than the 
threshold aerosol loading ( AODpeak) and for aerosol loading higher  than the threshold aerosol 
loading ( AODpeak)  over the ocean in our NAADR_Marine study area. Based on this study, a 
case where two different studies in nearly the same context resulted in two different correlations 
could arise when the two studies were focused on the opposite sides (moistening and drying) of 
the threshold aerosol loadings. In addition the correlations would have to be established using the 
same approach as indicated in appendices A1&A2.  
Han et al., [2002] conducted a study and concluded that the correlation between these parameters 
may be positive or negative and vary regionally. These findings partially seem to agree with our 
results but the difference is that in all our study regions both positive and negative correlations 
coexist. In addition, we found that the variability of the correlations could be attributed to the 
study regions as well as the prevailing meteorological conditions.   
Recently(April 22-25 ,2013) at the 30th anniversary conference of the  International Satellite 
Cloud Climatology Project(ISCCP) at City College of New York , Nakajima presented a diagram  
of mechanisms-correlations  with the shape of a triangle as indicated in appendix D .The diagram 
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would  show  some similarities with a possible triangle that could be formed over the parameters 
of this study βmoistening, Peak(AODpeak, CWPpeak ) &βdrying. But for Nakajima, βmoistening would be 
identified with CWP increase with aerosol loading through the mechanisms of condensation;      
β drying would be identified with the decrease of CWP through the mechanism of evaporation. The 
base of Nakajima’s triangle that connects both the bottoms of βmoistening and βdrying represent the 
decrease of both CWP   and the aerosol concentration through the precipitation process.            
The idea of correlation inferred mechanisms still remains controversial among scientists with a 
clear divide despite several decades of investigation.  
Relevant issues to be considered in future investigations 
The results here are statistical in nature; as for most statistical results, the major challenge 
moving forwards is to establish a cause-effect relationship between CWP and AOD. How do we 
know in real time which portion of the response curve (moistening, peak and drying) does the 
prevailing atmospheric condition correspond to? Aerosol type is critical. We cannot be 100 % 
confident about the kinds of aerosol found within each region. This issue could partially be 
addressed over the ocean by using the satellite aerosol typing.   The satellite sun geometry is 
different for each region, leading to possible biases.  The satellite sun geometry was restricted for 
each region separately in order to achieve the maximum data density. By setting one set of 
angles for the whole globe would have solved this problem, but we may not have had as large as 
dataset to conduct our analysis. Meteorology was only partially captured by WV and LTSS.  
Both are column measurements, so changes within the column that provide the same final value 
could affect clouds proxies. 
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Achieving the objectives of this study 
 We have pointed out a direction scientists should carefully consider as possible source for 
divergences between correlative studies.  It is clear that pointing out a direction, will not 
automatically resolve nearly three decades of controversy. Rather it is a reminder for scientists 
that correcting their methodological differences might be first step in the right direction to 
seriously address cloud and aerosol properties longtime correlation controversy.     
7. Future Work  
The objective in this study was to highlight a possible cause of divergence in aerosol and cloud 
interaction past correlative studies. The focus was not on the possible mechanisms that may have 
resulted in such divergences.  Our method produced a response curve which seems to illustrate a 
universal behavior   of CWP to increasing AOD. The peak observed in the response curve of 
CWP to aerosol induced perturbation seems   to emerge from this study as a unique feature 
which a particular attention should be paid to. Further studies will be needed to establish first the 
universal character of the peak before any attempt to identify possible mechanisms or factors that 
could explain its existence. This could be done by assessing the effects of other meteorological 
parameters other than LTSS and WV along with more refined aerosol characterization.                        
A comparative study between our result and numerical cloud model results may help clarify 
possible physical mechanisms at work. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Examples of Single Line Linear 
Regression Analysis 
 
       
A1 Shows examples of single linear regression method Storelvmo et al 
(2006)[Eastern USA, February & India, September]. The correlations 
between COD and AOD are established for both model (red data 
points/blue line) and MODIS (black data points/green line) data by a 
single line across the entire data range (SLLR). Plots show monotonic 
positive correlations between COD and AOD. Since the same method 
SLLR (same yardstick) is applied to two different datasets, from a 
comparative study standpoint the approach may be justified. However 
a monotonic positive correlation as response of COD to increasing AOD   
may be misleading in both cases 
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y = - 1.2e+002*x + 61
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   linear
 
A2 (a)(b)(c) shows three different correlations between CWP and AOD  when 
SLLR method is applied to three different sub ranges[0;0.1] ,[0.1; 0.15] 
&[0.15;0.3]  of the same total aerosol loading range. For the lower subranges 
[0; 0.1] & [0.1; 0.15] the correlation is positive.  For higher subrange [0.15; 0.3] 
the correlation is negative  
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            Appendix B: Data points’ density in CWP vs. AOD plots 
                  
 
B1 Shows data points' density distribution in a CWP versus AOD plot for 
AADR_Urban. Regions where the minimum data points density is less than 50 
(white dots) represent outliers. The range for AOD and CWP are selected outside 
outliers regions. 
     
B2 Shows data points' density distribution in a CWP versus AOD plot for 
AADR_Sahara. Regions where the minimum data points density is less than 50 
(white dots) represent outliers. The range for AOD and CWP are selected outside 
outliers regions. 
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B3 Shows data points' density distribution in a CWP versus AOD plot for AADR_SubTrop. Regions 
where the minimum data points density is less than 50 (white dots) represent outliers. The range 
for AOD and CWP are selected outside outliers regions. 
Appendix C: Histograms showing data distribution for variables used in the 
study 
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C1 shows data distribution of water vapor conditions prevailing in NAADR_Marine study 
area. 
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C2 shows data distribution of LTSS conditions prevailing in NAADR_Marine. Both low 
and high LTSS ranges contain approximately the same amount of data.    
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            C3 shows data distribution of LTSS conditions prevailing in NAADR_Sahara. 
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 C4 shows data distribution of water vapor conditions prevailing in NAADR_Land 
study area. 
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C5 shows data distribution of LTSS conditions prevailing in NAADR_Land. 
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C6 shows data distribution for LTSS in the study area where AADR_Urban                     
aerosol and cloud proxies’ data were retrieved 
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C7 shows data distribution for water vapor in the study area where AADR_Urban 
aerosol and cloud proxies’ data were retrieved 
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C8 shows data distribution for water vapor in the study area where 
AADR_SubTrop aerosol and cloud proxies’ data were retrieved 
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 Aerosol Absorption Index  
C9 Distribution of Aerosol Absorption Index (AAI) in urban area, Absorbing 
aerosol (AA fraction 70%) properties dominate the mixture of both absorbing 
and non-absorbing (NAA fraction 30%) aerosol properties. 
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C10 shows data distribution for LTSS in the study area where AADR_SubTrop 
aerosol and cloud proxies’ data were retrieved 
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C11 shows data distribution for water vapor in the study area where 
AADR_SubTrop aerosol and cloud proxies’ data were retrieved 
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Appendix D:  Correlation-mechanisms diagram  
 
D shows in CWP-AOD diagram, the relationship between known physical mechanisms and change in 
CWP with increasing AOD. CWP is positively correlated to AOD during cloud growth through 
condensation process. Both CWP and AOD decrease during precipitation process (positively correlated). 
CWP decreases with increasing AOD during droplets evaporation process.    
Appendix E: Relationship between variables  
 
E1 shows the plot of AOD versus LTSS for NAADR_Marine. No linear relationship exist between the 
variables  
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E2 shows the plot of PW versus LTSS for NAADR_Marine. No linear relationship exist 
between the variables. 
 
Table 20: Examples of Correlation between of Aerosol                                     
Optical Depth and meteorological Variables  
Variable Correlation with AOD 
CF 0.40(0.36, 0.44) 
RE -0.13(-0.18, -0.09) 
LWP -0.005(-0.05, 0.04) 
LTS 0.26(0.22,  0.30) 
CTP -0.29(-0.33, -0.25) 
  
E3: AOD (Aerosol Optical Depth) showing 95% 
confidence Limits between parentheses. CF Cloud 
Fraction; RE, Droplets effective radius; LWP Liquid 
Water Path; LTS Lower Tropospheric Static Stability; 
CTP Cloud Top Pressure. Guillaume Mauger 
(GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LETTERS, VOL. 34, L16824, 
doi: 10.1029/2007GL029952, 2007)  
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 Table 21: Contribution of the variables to changes induced in CWP for different meteorological conditions         
 Moistening Drying 
 Log(AOD) LTSS WV Log(AOD) LTSS WV 
NAADR_Marine Low LTSS -0.889 0.667 0.151 0.532 0.799 0.272 
High LTSS -3.342 -2.613 0.461 6.758 -6.363 -6.112 
NAADR_Land(US) Low LTSS 1.99 52.24 -1.85 -3.31 64.73 -2.03 
High LTSS -8.84 -3.91 -18.12 0.894 0.943 -4.020 
AADR_Sahara Low LTSS 0 -3.7 -96.3 0.94 0.01 0.05 
High LTSS 0 0 -1 0.78 -0.18 -0.04 
AADR_SubTrop Low LTSS -1.756 2.441 -0.216 1.528 0.571 0.103 
High LTSS 1.913 1.794 -2.180 0.991 -1.084 0.697 
AADR_Urban Low LTSS 1.659 -0.449 2.148 1.316 2.228 2.717 
High LTSS -4.298 -10.136 7.055 2.681 -4.786 -0.555 
E4: Summary Table of the non-normalized contributions of the three variables to changes induced in CWP 
for all aerosol types and meteorological settings                
Appendix F: Absorbing Aerosol Index (AAI) 
 
F1: Latitudinal distribution of AAI. Strong AAI are recorded in the in both latitude belts coinciding 
with Sahara desert and Biomass burning regions (AAI>3.0)   
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Appendix G: AADR_Urban Location 
 
G1: Location on USA map of AADR_Urban study area 
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